Pseudoaneurysm as a Complication of Orthognathic Surgery: A Case Report
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Abstract

The LeFort I osteotomy surgery is a well-established method of manipulating the position of the maxilla in all three planes of space. It may be used alone or in combination with mandibular surgery to aid in correction of dentofacial deformities. As with all surgery, orthognathic surgery is not without risks and complications. Vascular injuries in LeFort I osteotomies are commonly associated with damage of the Descending Palatine (DP) or Sphenopalatine Arteries (SPA) which are in close approximation to the pterygomaxillary junction. This junction is separated to allow for down fracture of the maxillae. In respect to orthognathic surgery to the maxillae, it has been long the surgeon’s concern for increased bleeding during LeFort osteotomy procedures.

An exceedingly rare complication from orthognathic surgery is traumatic aneurysm to the external carotid and its attributaries. Vessel wall trauma leading to sub-adventitial dissection (between the tunica media and adventitia) results in the formation of aneurysmal dilatation of the vessel. Dissecting pseudoaneurysm develops when the true arterial lumen communicates with the dissecting cavity.

The small caliber of the tributaries of the external carotid makes a pseudoaneurysm uncommon as a complete transection of the vessel is more likely to occur. The surgical correction of the aneurysm is indicated as soon as possible to decrease the risk of complications, including hemorrhage from rupture, thrombosis, infection, or neurologic dysfunction caused by continued expansion. In this case report we describe an unusual case of a pseudoaneurysm after LeFort I osteotomy, for impaction and advancement of the maxilla.

Introduction

LeFort I osteotomy surgery is a well-established method of manipulating the position of the maxillae in all three planes of space. Pioneered by Dr. Cheever in 1864, to access nasopharyngeal masses, the surgical technique has been refined over time and is now the workhorse of orthognathic maxillary surgery. It may be used alone or in combination with mandibular surgery to aid in correction of dentofacial deformities.

As with all surgery, orthognathic surgery is not without risks and complications. Vascular injuries in LeFort I osteotomies are commonly associated with damage of the Descending Palatine (DP) or Sphenopalatine Arteries (SPA) which are in close approximation to the pterygomaxillary junction. This junction is separated to allow for down fracture of the maxillae [1]. In respect to orthognathic surgery to the maxillae, it has been long the surgeon’s concern for increased bleeding during LeFort osteotomy procedures. Many maneuvers have been devised to reduce bleeding due to the rich vascularity surrounding the maxillae. It is not uncommon for the surgeon to utilize reverse Trendelenburg position or hypotensive anesthesia. Some surgeons have also advocated the use of tranexamic acid to reduce blood loss [2]. It is some surgeon’s preference, in fact, to ligate the descending palatine arteries during a Le Fort I osteotomy to avoid post-operative bleeding.

An exceedingly rare complication from orthognathic surgery is traumatic aneurysm to the external carotid and its attributaries. In a survey, among oral and maxillofacial surgeons, there was a reported case incidence of 0.75% following orthognathic surgery [3]. Vessel wall trauma leading to sub-adventitial dissection (between the tunica media and adventitia) results in the formation of aneurysmal dilatation of the vessel. Dissecting pseudoaneurysm develops when the true arterial lumen communicates with the dissecting cavity [4].

The small caliber of the tributaries of the external carotid makes a pseudoaneurysm uncommon...
as a complete transection of the vessel is more likely to occur. In addition, their protective deep locations also make this complication rare [5-7]. The surgical correction of the aneurysm is indicated as soon as possible to decrease the risk of complications, including hemorrhage from rupture, thrombosis, infection, or neurologic dysfunction caused by continued expansion. In this case report we describe an unusual case of a pseudoaneurysm after LeFort I osteotomy, for impaction and advancement of the maxilla.

Case Report

A 22-year-old healthy female was referred to the Oral and Maxillofacial surgery department for evaluation and surgical correction of Class II skeletal discrepancy. The patients’ chief complaints were functional difficulty with chewing and biting, malocclusion, speech impediment, temporomandibular joint-associated discomfort and discontent with physical appearance and facial harmony. She was diagnosed with maxillary vertical excess, mandibular hypoplasia, microgenia, dental midline discrepancy and impacted 3rd molars (Figures 1 and 2). During the pre-operative phase, she underwent orthodontic preparation and removal of impacted teeth #17 and 32. Due to the high level of impaction teeth #1 and 16 where scheduled to be removed at the time of her orthognathic surgery. After a thorough evaluation and model surgery the patient was planned for:

1. LeFort I osteotomy for maxillary impaction of 6 mm and advancement of 2 mm.
2. Bilateral sagittal split osteotomy for mandibular advancement of 5 mm and rotation 3 mm to the left.

3. Advancement genioplasty of 4 mm.
4. Removal of impacted maxillary third molars through the maxillary down-fracture.

There were no intraoperative complications. The LeFort I osteotomy was completed without difficulty and was stabilized with four 1.7 mm plates. The mandibular osteotomy was completed and secured with 2 mm BSSO plates and the genioplasty was completed and secured with a 2.0 mm genioplasty plate (Figure 3). The total blood loss was estimated to be less than 150 cc. The patient followed a conventional hospital course with discharge to home in 2 days.

Approximately two weeks postoperatively, patient developed recurrent episodes of epistaxis that were self-resolving. The patient described a worsening headache and sense of ascending pulsating pressure with eventual release prior to her nasal bleeds. She had attempted to keep her nasal passages moist with normal saline rinses and humidified air. The episodic bleeds continued and began to increase in severity. One episode had been severe enough to require services of the emergency department where a nasal tamponade device was inserted with good effect. The tamponade device was removed 72 hours later uneventfully. She was asymptomatic for 4 days after the nasal device was removed.

The suspicion for a pseudoaneurysm was entertained as she continued to experience episodes of epistaxis that were self-resolving. The patient described a worsening headache and sense of ascending pulsating pressure with eventual release prior to her nasal bleeds. She had attempted to keep her nasal passages moist with normal saline rinses and humidified air. The episodic bleeds continued and began to increase in severity. One episode had been severe enough to require services of the emergency department where a nasal tamponade device was inserted with good effect. The tamponade device was removed 72 hours later uneventfully. She was asymptomatic for 4 days after the nasal device was removed.

The suspicion for a pseudoaneurysm was entertained as she continued to experience episodes of epistaxis. A head and neck magnetic resonance angiogram study showed no evidence of acute abnormality but was limited due to artifact. Diagnostic cerebral angiography followed and revealed a late filling of a 6.05 mm × 4.75 mm pseudoaneurysm in the distal portion of the right SPA branch of the Maxillary Artery (MA) (Figure 4A,B and C). Patient underwent
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Figure 5: Post Coiling Orthopantogram.

coiling of the pseudoaneurysm sac followed by successful onyx®
mediated embolization of the parent vessel (Figure 4D,E,F and 5).
She had an uncomplicated post-operative course and was discharged
on hospital day two. After one year of follow up the patient has not
had a recurrence of epistaxis and continues to be satisfied with her
oclusion and facial appearance.

Discussion

Maxillary osteotomies, for orthognathic surgery, have the
potential for severe bleeding complications. They may present
immediately as an intraoperative hemorrhage or as post-operative
hematoma or epistaxis. The Maxillary Artery (MA) and its branches
are located in the pterygopatline fossa and are amenable to injury
when the maxillary tuberosity is separated from the pterygoid plates,
separation of the lateral nasal or during down fracture of maxillae.
The course of MA and its branches in relation with the LeFort I osteotomy
has been extensively studied. The two most commonly injured
branches of the MA are the SPA and the DP arteries with the DP being
the most commonly injured. Choi et al. [8] using human cadavers
measured the branching distance of the DP from the maxillary artery
using the most inferior edge of the Pteryg Mandibular Junction (PMJ)
and found on average the branching distance was 24.8 mm +/- 2.8
mm. They further suggest the osteotomy should be less than 20 mm
above the most inferior edge of the PMJ to avoid damage to the DPA
in addition to angling the osteotomy from the zygomatico-maxillary
crest.

The SPA, a major blood vessel of the nasal mucosa, exits from the
sphenopalatine foramen and supplies the turbinates located on the
lateral nasal wall and the nasal septum. Lee et al. studied the course of
the SPA and found that in 90% of the cases, the foramen was located
within the superior meatus, between the middle turbinate and the
posterior horizontal end of the lamella of the superior turbinate,
attaching to the lateral nasal wall. In 10% of cases, the foramen
extended superiorly beyond the posterior horizontal portion of the
lamella of the superior turbinate. They did not report any cases of
the foramen extending inferiorly beyond the middle turbinate.
They found that the foramen was 59.4 mm +/- 2 mm from the nasal sill.

Aneurysms are very rare after orthognathic surgery. To this day
there are only 19 reported cases; the sphenopalatine branch of the
MA was involved in 6 out of the 19 cases [7,9,10]. Initial presentation
of a false aneurysm is a recurrent or persistent unilateral epistaxis
refractory to anterior and posterior nasal packing with the possible
addition of pain and persistent edema [7,11]. Most patients will not
demonstrate marked intraoperative hemorrhage [11]. In some cases,
such as the one presented here, patients will note a pulsation that
matches the heartbeat. A pseudoaneurysm can present anywhere
from two to eight weeks postoperatively but has been reported as far
out as eight months [6,7,11].

The optimal treatment for a pseudoaneurysm of the MA
is angiography with embolization [11]. The main advantage of
angiographic embolization it requires less manipulation in the area of
the osteotomy sites, encouraging bony healing. Additionally, it allows
for identification if the contralateral arterial tree is contributing to the
problem if actively bleeding.

The first successful use for treatment of refractory epistaxis via
embolization of the maxillary artery was described in the 1930s [12].
Simply embolization of the MA may not adequately treat the problem.
If embolization is to be successful, it must be done in conjunction
with all the accessory feedings vessels of the pseudoaneurysm
and as close to the pseudoaneurysm as possible. This is of great
importance, especially shortly after orthognathic surgery where the
limited maxillary blood supply may be critically compromised with
subsequent development of potential devastating aseptic necrosis of
the maxillae [6]. Since described by Sokoloff, there have been many
advances to allow more accurate treatment while sparing proximal
vessels including the use of variable stiffness microcatheters for
super selective injections, flow control techniques, and an array of
embolization materials. The greatest complication of embolization
of the IMA includes stroke and blindness secondary to reflux
of embolization material outside the intended vessel.

Conclusion

Pseudoaneurysms associated with orthognathic surgery are
exceedingly rare but should be suspected with presentation of
persistent epistaxis 2 weeks, or more, post orthognathic surgery or
acute facial swelling beyond the perioperative period. A traditional
work up including stabilization of the patient should be completed,
including ruling out coagulopathies. Appropriate imaging
including MRA and angiography are required. Treatment involves
multidisciplinary team of specialists including a neurovascular
surgeon. Early diagnosis and treatment of a pseudoaneurysm is
essential to minimize morbidity and mortality.
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